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Abstract—Educational assessments occasionally require uniform test forms for which each test form comprises a different set of

items, but the forms meet equivalent test specifications (i.e., qualities indicated by test information functions based on item response

theory). We propose two maximum clique algorithms (MCA) for uniform test form assembly. The proposed methods can assemble

uniform test forms with allowance of overlapping items among uniform test forms. First, we propose an exact method that maximizes

the number of uniform test forms from an item pool. However, the exact method presents computational cost problems. To relax those

problems, we propose an approximate method that maximizes the number of uniform test forms asymptotically. Accordingly, the

proposed methods can use the item pool more efficiently than traditional methods can. We demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed

methods using simulated and actual data.

Index Terms—Maximum clique problem, item response theory, uniform test forms, test assembly

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

EDUCATIONAL assessments occasionally require uniform
test forms (which is also called parallel test forms) for

which each form comprises a different set of items but
which still must have equivalent specifications such as
equivalent amounts of test information based on item
response theory (IRT), equivalent question area, equivalent
average test score, and equivalent time limits. For example,
uniform test forms are necessary when a testing organiza-
tion administers a test in different time slots. To achieve
this, uniform test forms are assembled in which all forms
have equivalent qualities so that examinees who have taken
different test forms can be evaluated objectively using the
same scale.

Recently, automatic assembly for test forms has become
popular. Automatic assembly assembles test forms to satisfy
given test constraints, such as the numbers of test items, the
numbers of items from each set of contents, amounts of test
information, average test scores, and/or etc., to provide
equivalent qualities [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].

In earlier studies, a test assembly was formalized as a
combinational optimization problem. For example, van der
Linden [18] proposed the big shadow test method using lin-
ear programming (LP). This method sequentially assembles
uniform test forms by minimizing qualitative differences
between a current assembled test form and the remaining
set of items in an item pool. Although this method

assembles uniform test forms in a practically acceptable
time, it presents two problems. First, qualitative differences
increase with the assembled order of test forms. Second,
this method does not maximize the number of uniform test
forms from the item pool.

To alleviate or ameliorate the first problem, Sun et al. [19]
proposed the use of a genetic algorithm (GA) for uniform
test assembly that simultaneously assembles uniform test
forms as minimizing differences among the qualities of
assembled test forms and user-determined values. Further-
more, Songmuang and Ueno [20] applied the bees algorithm
(BA) to uniform test form assembly and thereby improved
the performance of the method proposed by Sun et al. [19].
Although these methods [18], [19], [20] demonstrated effec-
tive performance for minimizing the qualitative differences
among assembled test forms, no method maximizes the
number of uniform test forms from the item pool. These
methods do not allow the item pool to be used efficiently to
the greatest degree possible.

To maximize the number of test forms, Belov and Arm-
strong [21] proposed a uniform test assembly method based
on maximum set-packing problems (MSP). Moreover, Belov
proposed a random test assembly method to improve the
tractability of maximizing the number of uniform test forms.
However, these methods [21], [22] cannot assemble uniform
test forms with overlapping items, where overlapping items
mean common items among multiple test forms. In the non-
overlapping conditions, each item is used only once on
assembled test forms. Therefore, the non-overlapping condi-
tion strongly restricts the number of assembled test forms.
Consequently, the non-overlapping condition interrupts the
efficient uses of the item pool.

Our study is conducted to assess a proposed uniform test
form assembly method that maximizes the number of
assembled test forms with overlapping conditions. To
achieve this goal, we apply the maximum clique algorithm
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(MCA), which solves the maximum clique problem (MCP).
We propose an exact method based on maximum clique
problem (ExMCP) for the maximum number of uniform test
forms from the item pool.

The unique feature of ExMCP is that it generalizes Belov
and Armstrong’s method [21] to maximize the number of
uniform test forms with an overlapping condition. There-
fore, theoretically, ExMCP can assemble a greater number
of test forms than when using traditional methods (e.g.,
[18], [19], [20], [21]). In fact, ExMCP is expected to use the
item pool more efficiently than traditional methods do.

However, the computational time and space costs of
ExMCP increase exponentially with the number of feasible
test forms (i.e., a set of test forms that satisfies all test con-
straints except for the overlapping constraint from a given
item pool). Therefore, it is difficult to use ExMCP for a large
item pool.

To relax this problem, we propose RndMCP by
approximating ExMCP using a random search approach,
such as that explained in an earlier report of the litera-
ture [23]. RndMCP maximizes the number of uniform
test forms asymptotically from the item pool with over-
lapping conditions and assembles a greater number of
test forms than those assembled using traditional meth-
ods (e.g., [18], [21]). In addition, RndMCP seeks the max-
imum number of uniform test forms more efficiently
than traditional random search methods [19], [20] do
because the search space of RndMCP is more restrictive
than those of the traditional methods.

Moreover, some experiments were conducted to evaluate
the proposed methods. Results show that the proposed
methods assemble a greater number of uniform test forms
than the traditional methods do.

2 ITEM RESPONSE THEORY

Most previous studies of test form assembly use item
response theory to measure the quality of test forms [18],
[20], [24], [25], [26], [27].

IRT, which describes the relation between item character-
istics and examinee abilities, can measure examinee abilities
on the same scale even when the examinees are taking dif-
ferent test forms. For IRT, uij denotes the response of item
ið1; . . . ; nÞ on examinee jð1; . . . ;mÞ as

uij ¼
1; If jth examinee answers

ith item correctly,
0; Other Cases.

8<
:

In the two-parameter logistic model, which is one of the
most popular IRT models, the probability of a correct
answer to item i by examinee j with ability u 2 ð�1;1Þ is
assumed as

piðujÞ � pðuij ¼ 1jujÞ ¼ 1

1þ expð�1:7aiðuj � biÞÞ ,

where ai 2 ½0;1Þ is the ith item’s discrimination parameter,

and bi 2 ð�1;1Þ is the ith item’s difficulty parameter.

Using this correct probability, we can define the item
information that measures how accurately an item can esti-
mate the examinee’s ability levels u.

The ith item information function IiðuÞ based on the two-
parameter logistic model is defined as

IiðuÞ ¼ a2i piðuÞð1� piðuÞÞ.

To estimate how much accuracy a test form has, a test
administrator monitors test information functions. We can
define the test information similarly to the item information
function. The test information function is the sum of the
information functions of the items in the test form. The test
information function IðuÞ of a test form Test is defined as

IðujÞ ¼
X
i2Test

IiðujÞ.

Almost all traditional methods use this test information
function as the test form quality. Accordingly, their uniform
test assemblies are implemented by minimizing the differ-
ence between the assembled test information functions. (In
practice, they compare the test information function on
some points Q ¼ fu1; . . . ; uk; . . . ; uKg in ability level u, and
minimize each difference of test information Iðu1Þ; . . . ;
IðukÞ; . . . ; IðuKÞ.)

In fact, the test assembly methods were presumed to be
implemented after each item’s IRT parameters had been col-
lected in the item pool.

3 TRADITIONAL METHODS OF UNIFORM TEST
FORM ASSEMBLY

This section introduces some traditional methods.

3.1 Big Shadow Test Method

For uniform test forms, van der Linden [18] proposed a big
shadow testmethod using linear programming. Thismethod
assembles test forms sequentially by minimizing the differ-
ence of test information functions between a current assem-
bled test form and a set of items remaining in the item pool.
They called the set of remaining items a shadow test.

This method assembles equivalent test forms to solve an
optimization problem as follows:

minimize y

subjectto

XK
k¼1

Xn
i¼1

jIiðukÞxi � T ðukÞj � y;

XK
k¼1

Xn
i¼1

jIiðukÞzi � TST ðukÞj � y;

(1)

where

y � 0

xi ¼
1; If ith item is selected

into test form,

0; Otherwise,

8><
>:

zi ¼
1; If ith item is selected

into shadow test form,

0; Otherwise,

8><
>:
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denotes a distribution of the ability level uk, and TST ðukÞ
denotes a target value of information function at ability level

uk for the shadow test form. The test quality constraints with-

out information function are included in the constraints of

Problem (1).

The inequality
PK

k¼1

Pn
i¼1 jIiðukÞxi � T ðukÞj � y in Prob-

lem (1) minimizes the difference of test information func-

tions between the currently assembled test form and the

target value T ðukÞ. The inequality
PK

k¼1

Pn
i¼1 jIiðukÞzi�

TST ðukÞj � y in Problem (1) minimizes the difference of test

information functions between the set of remaining items

and the target value TST ðukÞ. That is to say, Problem (1)

simultaneously minimizes the difference of test information

functions between a current assembled test form and a set

of items remaining in the item pool.

Solving Problem (1) assembles an equivalent test form
one by one. For uniform test forms, this method repeatedly
solves this problem. Let R be the user-determined desired
number of assembled test forms. The algorithm of this
method is shown as Algorithm 1.

This method decomposes the uniform test form
assembly into R times assemblies. This decomposition
reduces computational costs, but increases the qualitative
difference between the first assembled test form and the
last test form.

3.2 Genetic Algorithm for Uniform Test Form
Assembly

To reduce the qualitative difference among the assembled
test forms, Sun et al. [19] proposed a uniform test form
assembly using the genetic algorithm. This method simulta-
neously assembles test forms by minimizing the difference
between the qualities of assembled test forms and the target
value T ðukÞ.

Then the method assembles the uniform test forms by
solving an optimization problem as follows:

minimize y

subject to

XK
k¼1

Xn
i¼1

jIiðukÞxir � T ðukÞj � y;

ðr ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; RgÞ;

(2)

where

xir ¼
1; If ith item is selected

into rth test form,

0; Otherwise.

8><
>:

The test quality constraints without an information func-

tion are included in the constraints of Problem (2), which

minimizes the difference of test information functions simul-

taneously and directly among all test forms. The termPK
k¼1

Pn
i¼1 jIiðukÞxir � T ðukÞj in Problem (2) is the difference

between the quality of rth test form and target value T ðukÞ.
This term is called the fitting error. That is, Problem (2) min-

imizes all the test form fitting errors.

This method approximately solves Problem (2) using
GA. More specifically, a vector x ¼ ðx11; x21; . . . ; xN1; x12;
x22; . . . ; xN2; . . .xNRÞ in Problem (2) is represented as popu-
lation for the GA operations (i.e., random sampling, fitting,
crossover, and mutation).

This method repeats the GA operations to the vector x,
and seeks a better solution that has less qualitative differ-
ence among the assembled test forms.

3.3 Bees Algorithm for Uniform Test Form
Assembly

Songmuang and Ueno [20] proposed a uniform test form
assembly method using the bees algorithm.

This method has the following two steps:

1. (Satisfying test constraints)
Step 1 assembles test forms only to minimize the

fitting errors of each test form. To achieve this, step 1
solves the following optimization problem:

minimize XK
k¼1

Xn
i¼1

jIiðukÞxi � T ðukÞj; (3)

where

xi ¼
1; If ith item is selected

into test form,

0; Otherwise.

8><
>:

The test quality constraints without information func-

tion are included in the constraints of Problem (3).

This step repeats solving Problem (3) L times and
assembles L feasible test forms that satisfy the test
constraints without overlapping constraints.

2. (Equating test forms)
Step 2 extracts the most equivalent set of test

forms from the assembled L feasible test forms in
Step 1.

To achieve this, step 2 solves the following opti-
mization problem:

minimize

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1PL

l¼1 sl þ 1

XL
l¼1

slðe� mSÞ2
vuut ; (4)
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where

sl ¼
1; If lth test form is selected

into the set of test forms,

0; Otherwise,

8><
>:

e ¼
XK
k¼1

Xn
i¼1

jIiðukÞxi � T ðukÞj;

mS ¼ 1PL
l¼1 sl þ 1

XL
l¼1

sle:

The objective function in Problem (4) is a standard
deviation of fitting errors e among the extracted test
forms (indicated by vector s ¼ ðs1; s2; . . . ; sLÞ). The over-
lapping constraint is included in optimization constraints
of Problem (4).

The test forms extracted by solving Problem (4) are the
uniform test forms. These satisfy all qualitative constraints
and overlapping constraints.

Both A and B steps use the bees algorithm to solve
each Problem (3), (4). The vector x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ in
Problem (3) and the vector s ¼ ðs1; s2; . . . ; sLÞ in Problem
(4) are represented as populations. This method repeats
the BA operations (i.e., generates neighbor solutions,
evaluates the fitness of the solutions, and learns the fit-
ness distribution for the solutions. For more details,
see [20]) to seek a better solution. Accordingly, this
method assembles uniform test forms and approximately
minimizes the qualitative difference among the uniform
test forms.

3.4 Maximum Set-Packing Problem for Uniform Test
Form Assembly

Although previously introduced methods [18], [19], [20]
showed effective performance to minimize difference of
qualities among the uniform test forms, none of these meth-
ods was able to guarantee the maximum number of test
forms from an item pool. These methods do not allow the
item pool to be used efficiently to the greatest degree
possible.

To maximize the number of uniform test forms from the
item pool, Belov and Armstrong [21] proposed a uniform
test assembly method based on maximum set-packing
problems.

The maximum set-packing problem is an optimization
problem. Let S be a finite set, S ¼ fs; s � Sg, and let jSj be
the number of elements in S. Given those assumptions,
maximum set-packing problem is defined as

maximize jSj
subject to

8v; w 2 S; v \ w ¼ ;:
(5)

In this method, a uniform test form assembly problem is
represented as a kind of MSP. Letting S be a given item
pool, and S be a set of uniform test forms, MSP for uniform
test form assembly is the following:

maximize jSj
subject to

v 2 S :

test form v satisfy all test constraints

8v; w 2 S; v \ w ¼ ;
(non-overlapping constraint):

(6)

Therefore, this method guarantees the maximum number
of uniform test forms with a non-overlapping condition.

3.5 Random Test Assembly Based on Linear
Programming

Almost all uniform test form assemblies use LP (i.e.,
[18] [19], and others) because LP has several powerful solv-
ers (i.e., [28]). However, in Belov and Armstrong’s method
[21], a uniform test form assembly is implemented as a kind
of MSP. Nevertheless, the MSP is not tractable for practical
use because it has no useful and practical solvers.

To resolve this problem, Belov proposed a random test
assembly method with low probability of overlapping
items [22].

This method assembles equivalent test forms as follows:

maximize
Xn
i¼1

�ixi;

where xi ¼
1; If ith item is selected

into the test form,

0; Otherwise.

8><
>:

ð7Þ

Therein, coordinates �1; �2; . . . ; �n denote random variables

distributed uniformly on ½0; 1�. All test constraints except

the overlapping constraint are included in the constraints in

Problem (7). �ið0 � i � nÞ are resampled each Problem (7)

is solved.

From Sepian’s inequality, Problem (7) is guaranteed to
assemble uniform test forms with low probability of over-
lapping items theoretically.

Using this theory, Belov proposed an algorithm (shown
in Algorithm 2) for uniform test form assembly with a non-
overlapping condition.
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To assemble uniform test forms, Algorithm 2 repeat-
edly assembles a test form by solving Problem (7), and
seeks the uniform test forms from the combinations of
assembled test forms.

Because Problem (7) assembles uniform test forms
with lower overlapping items, this algorithm is expected
to assemble numerous uniform test forms. Accordingly,
this algorithm asymptotically maximizes the number of
assembled test forms. Moreover, this method is more
tractable than the previous method [21] because this
method decomposes uniform test assembly into repeated
LP solving.

However, this algorithm and the previous method [21]
assemble uniform test forms only with non-overlapping con-
ditions. The non-overlapping conditions strongly restrict the
number of assembled test forms.

The non-overlapping conditions therefore interrupt the
efficient uses of the item pool.

4 MAXIMUM CLIQUE ALGORITHM FOR UNIFORM

TEST FORM ASSEMBLY

Traditional methods can not maximize the number of uni-
form test forms from the item pool in overlapping condi-
tions. To solve this problem, we propose new methods.

4.1 Maximum Clique Problem

We apply the maximum clique algorithm to assemble the
maximum number of uniform test forms. The MCA is an
algorithm to solve the maximum clique problem, which is a
well-known combinational optimization problem in graph
theory [29], [30], [31], [32].

As described in this paper, a graph is represented as a
pair G ¼ fV;Eg, where V denotes a set of vertices, and E
denotes a set of edges.

The maximum clique problem seeks a special structure
called maximum clique from a given graph. A Clique is a set
of vertices for which each pair of vertices is connected. The
maximum clique is the clique which has the maximum
number of vertices in the given graph.

LettingG ¼ fV;Eg be a finite graph, and letting C � V be
clique, then the maximum clique problem is formally
defined as follows:

maximize jCj
subject to

8v; w 2 C; fv; wg 2 E

(clique constraint).

(8)

Fig. 1 presents an example of the maximum clique. Graph G
has six vertices V with nine edges E. The maximum clique

Cmax ¼ f1; 2; 5; 6g has four vertices and six edges.

4.2 Maximum Clique Algorithm for Uniform Test
Form Assembly

In our study, the maximum number of uniform test forms is
assembled to solve the maximum clique problem.

We assemble the following Uniform test forms:

1. Any test form satisfies all test constraints.
2. Any two test forms satisfy the overlapping con-

straint. ( i.e., any two test forms have fewer overlap-
ping items than the allowed number in the
overlapping constraint).

Accordingly, the maximum number of uniform test form
assembly can be described as the maximum clique extrac-
tion from a graph:

V ¼

s : s 2 S;Feasible test form s

satisfies all test constraints

excepting the overlapping

constraint from a given

item pool

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

;

E ¼
fs0; s00g : The pair of s0and s00

satisfies the

overlapping constraint

8><
>:

9>=
>;
.

This maximum clique problem seeks the maximum set of
feasible test forms in which any two test forms satisfy the
overlapping constraint. This set is the maximum uniform
test forms. Therefore, this optimization problem theoreti-
cally maximizes the number of uniform test forms. Fig. 2
presents an example of uniform test form assembly using
the maximum clique problem. The graph G has six feasible
test forms T1-T6 with nine satisfactions of overlapping

Fig. 1. Maximum clique in graphG.
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constraint and the maximum number of uniform test forms
Cmax ¼ fT1;T2;T3;T4g.

Belov and Armstrong’s method [21] is a special case of
this maximum clique problem when E ¼ ffv; wg :
v and w have no overlap items ðv \ w ¼ ;Þg. Therefore, our
method generalizes Belov and Armstrong’s method by
relaxing the overlapping constraint.

4.3 Exact Solution: ExMCP

We propose a uniform test assembly algorithm; ExMCP,
which exactly solves the maximum clique problem
described in Section 4.2. Therefore, ExMCP theoretically
maximizes the number of uniform test forms.

ExMCP consists of the following three steps:

1. (Assembling feasible test forms)
Step 1 assembles all feasible test forms. We use

branch and bound technique (e.g., [33]) to assemble
the feasible test forms using test constraints except
for the overlapping constraint. Finally, Step 1 stores
the feasible test forms in system memory.

2. (Generating a graph which corresponds to a set of
feasible test forms with overlapping items)

Step 2 generates the corresponding graph by
counting overlapping items among each pair of fea-
sible test forms. The feasible test forms are repre-
sented as vertices and satisfactions of the
overlapping constraint are represented as edges.

Thereby, only if a pair of test forms has fewer
common items than the overlapping constraint do
two vertices representing the pair of test forms have
an edge.

3. (Extracting the maximum clique from the graph)
Step 3 extracts the maximum clique from the

graph generated in Step 2. The extracted maximum
clique represents the maximum number of uniform
test forms that satisfy all test constraints including
the overlapping constraint.

To obtain the maximum clique, we employ
Nakanishi and Tomita’s algorithm [31], which is
the fastest exact algorithm in MCA.

ExMCP guarantees extraction of the maximum number
of uniform test forms with overlapping conditions from all
combinations of feasible test forms from an item pool. How-
ever, the computational time and space costs of ExMCP are
Oð2F Þ and OðF 2Þ when F is the number of feasible test
forms from an item pool. Consequently, ExMCP is not avail-
able for large item pools.

4.4 Performance of ExMCP

To demonstrate the performance of ExMCP, we conduct the
following experiment. We make a comparison of the num-
ber of assembled test forms of ExMCP to those of traditional
methods [18], [19], [20].

Table 1 presents details of the computational environ-
ment used for this experiment.

We use two simulated item pools. The items in the item
pools have the discrimination parameter a and the difficulty
parameter b based on item response theory. The items have
the discrimination parameter a ¼ 1. The difficulty parame-
ter b is distributed as b 	 Nð0; 12Þ. The simulated item pools
have the total number of items I ¼ 20 and 30. (ExMCP can
not accommodate large item pools because it entails high
computational costs.)

We set the test constraints as follows:

1. The test includes four items.
2. The allowed numbers of overlapping items are

0; 1 and 2,
and the information constraint. The information con-

straint is described by the lower and upper bounds of test
information function IðukÞ, and those are listed in Table 2.

For traditional methods [18], [19], [20], we determine the
target value of information function T ðukÞ as follows:

T ðukÞ ¼ f(Lower bounds of information function)

þ (Upper bounds of information function)g=2:
(The target value T ðukÞ is an average value of the lower and

upper bounds of information function.) We used CPLEX [28]

for the linear programming method in Linden’s method.

Table 3 shows the averages (Avg.) and the standard devi-
ations (SD) of the assembled test forms for each method, the
item pool size and the overlapping constraint (maximum
number of overlap items). “OC” denotes the overlapping
constraint. “EM” denotes the proposed method ExMCP,
“BST” denotes Linden’s method [18], “GA” denotes Sun’s
method[19], and “BA” denotes Songmuang’s method[20].

Table 4 shows the number of times that the proposed
method generates more uniform test forms than the tradi-
tional methods do. “vsBST” signifies a comparison to
Linden’s method [18]. “vsBA” signifies a comparison to

TABLE 1
Computational Environment

TABLE 2
Test Information Constraint for Experiment of ExMCP

Fig. 2. MCA for uniform test assembly.
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Sun’s method [19]. “vsGA” signifies a comparison to
Songmuang’s method [20]. “> ” denotes the times that
ExMCP assembles fewer uniform test forms than the target
traditional method does. “¼” denotes the times that ExMCP
assembles as many uniform test forms as the target tradi-
tional method does. “< ” denotes the times that ExMCP
assembles a greater number of uniform test forms than the
target traditional method does.

Table 3 shows no significant difference. However, Table 4
shows that in any condition, ExMCP assembles as many or
more uniform test forms than the traditional methods do.
Moreover, the “< ” cases increases with item pool size or
overlapping constraints.

That is to say, ExMCP increases the number of assembled
test forms more efficiently than the traditional methods do.
This efficiency increases with the number of feasible test
forms (or the scale of test assembly).

However, ExMCP presents computational cost problems.
In this experiment, the item pool sizes are limited by
computational costs of ExMCP. Accordingly, the result
shows that ExMCP is not available for large item pools.

These results are summarized as follows:

1. ExMCP assembles a greater number of uniform test
forms than the traditional methods do.

2. The efficiency of ExMCP increases with the scale of
test assembly.

3. However, ExMCP presents computational costs
problems in large scale test assembly.

4.5 Approximate Solution: RndMCP

To relax the computational cost problem, we approximate
ExMCP using a random search approach. This method is
designated as RndMCP, which maximizes the number of
uniform test forms asymptotically.

RndMCP cannot employ the usual approximation for
MCA. The usual approximations require a global structure
of the target graph. For example, [32], [34], [35] use each

vertices degree for a given graph. The corresponding
graph in the proposed method cannot use the global struc-
ture because the vertices in the corresponding graph are
too numerous to store. Consequently, RndMCP approxi-
mates ExMCP without using the global structure.

Although, RndMCP consists of three steps similar to
those of ExMCP, RndMCP repeats the three steps using a
random search approach until it satisfies the three following
constraints for computational costs:

� C1 is the number of feasible test forms assembled in
Step 1,

� C2 is the time limit of Step 3,

� C3 is the total time limit of the test assembly.
Details of steps are the following:

1. (Assembling feasible test forms randomly)
Step 1 randomly assembles feasible test forms.

Step 1 continues this step until the number of feasi-
ble test forms reaches C1. Finally, Step 1 stores the
feasible test forms into the system memory.

2. (Generating a graph that corresponds to a set of fea-
sible test forms with overlapping items)

Step 2 generates the corresponding graph by
counting the overlapping items among feasible test
forms similarly to ExMCP.

3. (Extracting the maximum clique)
Although Step 3 extracts the maximum clique

from the graph similarly to ExMCP, the computation
time of this step is limited byC2.

4. (Controlling the computation time)
Step 4 compares the current largest clique and the

result of Step 3. Step 4 stores the larger clique as the
largest clique. If the computation time is less than
C3, then jump to Step 1.

The computational time cost of RndMCP is C3, and the
space cost of RndMCP is OðC1

2Þ. By controlling the compu-
tational time and space costs, RndMCP relaxes the compu-
tational costs problem in ExMCP.

RndMCP repeatedly extracts the maximum number of
uniform test forms from subsets that are sampled ran-
domly from all of feasible test forms. Therefore, it
assembles the maximum number of uniform test forms
asymptotically.

TABLE 5
Test Information Constraint for Experiment

of RndMCP (Simulated Data)

TABLE 3
Versus the Traditional Method: Average of the Number of Test Forms

TABLE 4
Versus the Traditional Method: Comparison of ExMCP

and Traditional Methods
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Moreover, this method seeks the maximum number of
uniform test forms more efficiently than the traditional ran-
dom search methods [19], [20] do because the search space
of RndMCP is more restrictive than that of the traditional
methods. The traditional methods have Oð2F Þ search space
size, but RndMCP (and ExMCP) has Oð20:19171F Þ search
space because this depends on Nakanishi and Tomita’s
MCA [31]. This size is an upper bound of the search space
size of the maximum clique algorithm and might be more
restricted as MCA research progresses.

4.6 Tradeoff between Computational Costs and the
Number of Assembled Test Forms

RndMCP assembles uniform test forms with the computa-
tional cost constraints. Consequently, RndMCP presents a
tradeoff between the number of assembled test forms and
the computational cost constraints. In this section, we eluci-
date this tradeoff: How much cost is sufficient for practical
use? To show that, we compare the number of assembled
test forms in various computational cost constraints.

RndMCP has three cost constraints: C1;C2; and C3. We
first show the relation of C2 and the number of uniform test
forms by plotting. We use six simulated item pools and a
test constraint.

The item pools have the total number of items I¼
70; 80; 90; 100; 110; and 120. The items in simulated item
pools have discrimination parameter a and difficulty
parameter b based on item response theory. The discrimina-
tion parameter a is distributed as a 	 Uð0; 1Þ. The difficulty
parameter b is distributed as b 	 Nð0; 12Þ.

The test constraints are the following:

1. The test includes four items.
2. The allowed numbers of overlapping items are

0; 1 and 2.
The information constraints are presented in Table 5.
We determined C1 ¼ 100; 000 and C3 ¼ C2. This C1 size

is the maximum allocation of the used environment. We
change C2 between 0 � C2 � 360 min, and plot the number
of assembled test forms forC2.

Table 6 lists the number of assembled tests for item
pool size, C2 time constraints, and Overlapping Con-
straints. From Table 6, the number of assembled test
forms does not appear to increase with the time con-
straint C2. This result shows that the number of assem-
bled test forms rapidly converges to the optimal
solution, and that the time constraint C2 does not
strongly affect the number of assembled test forms.

Next, we show the relations of C1, C3 and the num-
ber of test forms. We compare the number of assembled
test forms using ExMCP and RndMCP with various C1

and C3 constraints.
We use a simulated item pool (I ¼ 120) and the same test

constraints as those used in the preceding experiment. We
use the space constraints C1 as 1; 000; 5; 000; 10; 000; 50; 000;
and 100; 000, and the time constraints as C2 ¼ 60½s�, C3 �
360min ( ¼ 6 hr).

Table 7 shows the number of assembled tests for C1

space constraints, C3 time constraints, and Overlapping
Constraints.

In Table 7, the “Optimal” correspond to the number of
assembled test forms by ExMCP. These numbers are the
maximum numbers of test forms in the respective
conditions.

From Table 7, it might be readily apparent that the num-
ber of assembled test forms did not increase greatly with
time constraint C3. Moreover, the number of assembled test
forms increases with C1, and close to the “Optimal”. How-
ever, in the case of “OC” ¼ 2, the number of test forms does
not reach the “Optimal” level even if C1 ¼ 100; 000. These
results demonstrate that C1 ¼ 100; 000 is insufficient for
“OC”¼ 2. Moreover, the different number between RndMCP
and ExMCP increaseswith the scale of the test assembly.

These results are summarized as shown below.

1. The number of test forms assembled by RndMCP
increases with space cost C1, and approaches the
result of ExMCP.

2. The time costsC2 andC3 do not affect the number of
assembled test forms.

TABLE 6
C2 Time and Number of Tests

TABLE 7
C3 Time and Number of Tests
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4.7 Comparison of RndMCP and ExMCP

To show the performance of RndMCP, we present the fol-
lowing experiment. We compare the number of assembled
test forms with ExMCP, RndMCP, and the traditional meth-
ods [18], [19], [20].

We use simulated and actual item pools. The simulated
item pools have a total number of items I ¼ 70; 80; 90;
100; 110 and 120. We set the simulated item parameter to
have similar features to actual items. The items have a dis-
crimination parameter a distributed as a 	 Uð0; 1Þ, and the
difficulty parameter b distributed as b 	 Nð0; 12Þ.

We use the actual item pools with total numbers of
items I ¼ 87, 93, 104, 141, 158, 175, and 220. The distribu-
tions of item parameters a and b in item pool are given
in Table 8.

We set the test constraint as follows:

1. The test includes four items.
2. The allowed numbers of overlapping items are

0; 1 and 2,
and the information constraints listed in Table 9.

These constraints are configured to increase the number
of assembled test forms to the constraints ID:1 < ID:2
< ID:3 for the actual item pools.

These actual item pools and test constraints were used in
the synthetic personality inventory (SPI) examination [39].
The SPI is a popular aptitude test in Japan. This examination
has seven contents areas and total number of 28 items (four
items 
 seven contents areas). In fact, this examination was
assembled by integrating the sub-tests assembled separately
from each area.

For the simulated experiments, we use the same compu-
tational environment as in the previous experiment pre-
sented in Table 1 and the time limitation of test assembly
was 6 hr for all methods except for RndMCP. For RndMCP,
we determine the computational cost constraint C1 as
100,000, C2 as 60 s, and C3 as 1,400 s.

For the actual experiments, we use the computational
environment presented in Table 10.

The time limitation of test assembly was 6 hr for all meth-
ods except for RndMCP. For RndMCP, we determine the

computational cost constraint C1 as 100,000, C2 as 30 s, and
C3 as 6hr.

For traditional methods [18], [19], [20], we determined
the same target value of information function T ðukÞ as the
previous experiment in Section 4.4.

Table 11 shows the number of test forms assembled
using the proposed methods and traditional methods from
simulated item pools for the item pool sizes, the overlap-
ping constraint (maximum number of overlap items and
information constraints. In the table, “EM” denotes the pro-
posed exact method: ExMCP, “RM” denotes the proposed
approximate method: RndMCP, “BST” denotes Linden’s
method [18], “GA” denotes Sun’s method [19], and “BA”
denotes Songmuang’s method [20].

In many cases, ExMCP failed the test assembly because it
did not complete the calculations in 6 hr (y). Moreover, it
was unable to assemble uniform test forms because the
computational environment had an insufficient system (z).
In y cases, ExMCP detected a greater number of uniform
test forms than any other method in a given time. In all
cases, RndMCP assembled a greater number of uniform test
forms than the traditional methods [18], [19], [20] did. In
addition, the computational time of RndMCP is less than
that of the other random search methods (e.g., [19], [20])
The computational time of RndMCP is C3 ¼ 1;400 s. The
time limitations of the other random search methods are
6 hr. Results show that RndMCP provides more accurate
results than the other random search methods do. More-
over, the different numbers of assembled test forms
between the proposed method and the traditional methods
increase with the number of assembled test forms (or the
scale of assembly).

Table 12 shows the number of test forms assembled by
RndMCP and the traditional methods from the actual item
pools. Similar to the previous experiments, the number of
test forms assembled by RndMCP is greater than those of
the traditional methods. In all cases, RndMCP assembled
greater quantities of uniform test forms than the traditional
methods [18], [19], [20] did. Moreover, the different number
of assembled test forms between RndMCP and the tradi-
tional methods increases with the scale of test assembly.

Figs. 3, 4, and 5 portray results obtained using the pro-
posed method and the traditional methods from the item
pool (I ¼ 141). The horizontal axes show the test constraints.
The vertical axes show the numbers of assembled test forms.
The overlapping constraints in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are 0; 1 and 2.

From Figs. 3, 4, and 5, the number of assembled test
forms by RndMCP are shown to increase more than those
of the traditional methods as the range between the upper
and lower bounds of test information increases. Accord-
ingly, RndMCP uses an item pool more efficiently than the
traditional methods do.

Actually, there is a difference in the number of high
informative items among item pools. This difference causes

TABLE 8
Details of Actual Item Pool

TABLE 9
Test Information Constraints for Comparison of RndMCP and

Traditional Methods

TABLE 10
Computation Environment
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the phenomenon that the item pool size does not necessarily
increase the number of assembled test forms. For example,
the number of assembled test forms from the item pool with
158 items is lower than that from the item pool with 104
items. In addition, even when a given test constraint is
relaxed (i.e., a given test constraint changes from ID:1 to
ID:2), then the number of assembled test forms from the
item pool with 87 items does not increase.

Therefore, these results are summarized as follows:

1. ExMCP assembles the maximum number of uniform
test forms, but it entails a computational cost problem.

2. Even when ExMCP fails a uniform test form assem-
bly by computational cost problem, RndMCP assem-
bles a greater number of uniform test forms than the
traditional methods do. Actually, RndMCP relaxes
ExMCP computational cost problems.

3. RndMCP assembled more quantities of uniform test
forms in a shorter time than the other random search
methods (e.g., [21], [20]) did. Results show that
RndMCP provides more accurate results than the
other random search methods do.

4. The differences of the number of assembled test
forms between the proposed methods and tradi-
tional methods increase with the number of feasi-
ble test forms (or the scale of test assembly). For
large-scale assembly, the proposed methods are
more efficient than the traditional methods are.

5 RNDMCP FOR LARGE ITEM POOLS

Finally, we demonstrate the performance of RndMCP for
large item pools. We compare the number of assembled
test forms with RndMCP and the traditional methods

TABLE 11
Results for the Simulated Item Pool

y: Maximum number of uniform test forms detected in 6 hr.
z: insufficient memory problem interrupted the test construction

TABLE 12
Results for Actual Item Pool
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[18], [19], [20]. We use simulated item pools and an
actual item pool.

For this experiment, we use the computational environ-
ment presented in Table 1.

We use three simulated item pools with total numbers of
items I ¼ 500; 1;000, and 2;000. The items in the simulated
item pools have discrimination parameter a 	 Uð0; 1Þ. The
difficulty parameter b is distributed as b 	 Nð0; 12Þ.

We use an actual item pool with a total number of items
I ¼ 978. This item pool is a summation of the actual item
pools used in a previous experiment Section 4.7. Details of
this item pool are listed in Table 8.

We set the test constraints as follows:

1. The test includes 25 items.
2. The numbers of allowed overlapping items are

0; 5 and 10,
and test information constraint as Table 13, We determine

these constraints according to the actual test setting[39].

For RndMCP, we determine the computational cost con-
straints C1 ¼ 100; 000, C2 ¼ 60 s, and C3 ¼ 24 hr. All other
assembly methods are also given 24 hr for calculation time.

For the traditional methods [18], [19], [20], we determined
the same target value of the information function T ðukÞ as
the previous experiment Section 4.4.

Table 14 shows the number of test forms assembled
using the RndMCP and the traditional methods for the item
pool size and the overlapping constraint. With the exception
of “OC¼0” cases, the proposed method assembles more
number of test forms than traditional methods do.

However, in the case of “OC¼0”, BST assembles the
greatest number of tests. The reason is that theC1 size is too
small for this test assembly setting. In the case of “OC¼10”,
the numbers of assembled tests by RndMCP converged to
100,000. In the cases except for “OC¼0”, RndMCP assem-
bles the most number of tests. Especially, the number of test
forms assembled by RndMCP exponentially increases as the
number of overlapping items increases. Therefore, by allow-
ing item overlapping between assembled tests, RndMCP
assembles a greater number of assembled tests than tradi-
tional methods do.

6 CONCLUSION

We proposed two uniform test form assembly methods,
ExMCP and RndMCP, based on the maximum clique algo-
rithm. The proposed methods exactly or asymptotically
maximize the quantities of uniform test forms with an over-
lapping condition.

ExMCP generalizes Belov’s method [21] for overlapping
conditions. Furthermore, it maximizes the number of uni-
form test forms with overlapping conditions. However,
ExMCP has computational cost problems. RndMCP approx-
imates ExMCP using a random search approach to relax
this computational cost problem. RndMCP assembles a
greater number of uniform test forms than traditional meth-
ods (e.g., [18], [19], [20], [21]) do. Moreover, RndMCP pro-
vides more accurate results than other random search
methods (e.g., [19], [20]) do.

To demonstrate these features, we conducted some
experiments using simulated and actual data. Each experi-
ment demonstrated that the proposed methods assemble a

Fig. 3. Constraints and numbers of tests in overlap ¼ 0 from actual item
pool I ¼ 141.

Fig. 4. Constraints and numbers of tests in overlap ¼ 1 from actual item
pool I ¼ 141.

Fig. 5. Constraints and numbers of tests in overlap ¼ 2 from actual item
pool I ¼ 141.

TABLE 13
Test Information Constraint for Large Item Pools

TABLE 14
Number of Tests from Large Item Pools
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greater number of uniform test forms than the traditional
methods do. Moreover, the different numbers of assem-
bled test forms between the proposed methods and the
traditional methods increase with the number of feasible
test forms (or the scale of test assembly). These results
demonstrate that the proposed methods can assemble a
greater number of uniform test forms than the traditional
methods can.

In simulated experiments, more cases exist in which
ExMCP cannot assemble uniform test forms because of
computational cost problems. However in those cases,
RndMCP assembles a greater number of uniform test
forms than the traditional methods do. This result shows
that RndMCP relaxes the computational cost problems
of ExMCP.

In simulated experiments, the computational time of
RndMCP is less than that of the other random search meth-
ods (e.g., [19], [20]). In actual experiments, RndMCP assem-
bles a greater number of test forms than the traditional
methods do, given equal time limitations. Therefore,
RndMCP provides more accurate results than other random
search methods (e.g., [19], [20]) do.

Results underscore the salient benefits of using the pro-
posed methods.

However, in these experiments, we did not use a content
constraint (such as the number of algebra items, geometry
items and numbers and operations). Moreover, we employ
only a 2PL-IRT model, but there are various IRT models
such as 1 and 3 PL models. Wainer reports that those situa-
tions might produce unpredictable behavior [40]. Therefore,
one course of future work is to evaluate the proposed
method in those situations.

Furthermore, Wainer observed that the distribution of
item exposure (use counts in assembled tests) followed
Zip’s law [41]. In other words, the same item is selected on
nearly every form. Our methods also might suffer the bias
of item exposure. Therefore, an important future challenge
is to resolve the item exposure problem.
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